




















August 17, 2021

City of Delray Beach
100 NW 1st Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33444

Attn.: Michelle Hoyland - Senior Historic Preservation Planner, Planning & Zoning

Re: Letter of Relevance for The Hyphen": Ocean Apple Estate (The Fontaine Fox Residence)

Project: Ocean Apple Estate, 610 N. Ocean Blvd.. - Individually Designated Historic Property

Mrs. Hoyland:

Please accept this letter as elective "Justification" for our design philosophy for a minor Architectural
feature that will connect the main house to the guest house, thus making them one structure. This is now
referred to as "The Hyphen" for the above referenced Project. This Jetter and accompanying photos shall
serve to address LDR Section_ 4.5._1Ey8"visual Compatibility Standards".

No doubt, the use of an all glass (glass walls and a glass roof), totally transparent feature is bold - but
what better way to interpret the Secretary of The Interior Standards in which, "If required, can the new
feature be removed easily without disturbing the Architectural integrity of the elements to either side of it
and leave little or no ill effects".

In the case of "The Hyphen", the answer is YES. If it were ever required to be removed, it can be with
ease as it is as light, and as transparent a feature as imaginable. Is it modern, not necessarily? We would
rather it be categorized as a NEUTRAL Architectural feature.

After all it is "The Hyphen". A "Hyphen" is, by definition, used to join words to indicate that they have
a combined meaning or that they are linked in the grammar of a sentence". In our case, words and grammar
are actually the Architecture and our two (2) separate wings are our sentences. We are linking our two (2)
wings with a "hyphen" and we chose our "hyphen" to be a neutral, transparent piece of Architecture that
makes as little "noise" as possible yet, if removed, leaves no footprint behind.

It is in no way visible from any public domain or right-of-way - unless you are a bird overhead. It is
playfu l. It is there, but it is really not there. It is shelter. It is connectivity interpreted as minimally as
possible. It will be cherished by the Owners of Ocean Apple Estate. It is a very private statement. It is
tiny. It is a gem or a crystal. It is subjective. It is transcending.

Please see numerous photos that depict similar glass "hyphens" used to connect very old structures. It is
far more common than one would think and reflects proper application of Architectural styling.

This concludes our "Justification" letter. Please schedule our proposal before the September 01 HPB
hearing. Thank you in advance.

Cc Frank & Nilsa McKinney, Clients
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